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Handcrafted High Performance Apparel - Customised For You

We are known for our solid commitment to pioneering innovative garments that can be customised with 
virtually any design.  Along the way we have revolutionised sublimation printing, redefined garment 
consconstruction and simplified the custom ordering process.

Champion System has one of the largest ranges of cycling, triathlon and running clothing available of any 
brand, providing options for all levels of athletes, whether they be a World Champion or a weekend enthusiast, 
CS has your team or company covered.

No matter what level of clothing, or the style of clothing the organisation is after, Champion System can ensure 
the design you currently have is maintained.
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4 WEEK DELIVERY
Our lead time for all orders is just 4 weeks from order confirmation.

LOW MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES

Our prices are based on a super low MOQ of just 10 UNITS. 

What is a UNIT?
■ All main items such as jerseys, singlets, shorts, trisuits and jackets for example are classified as one

UNIT.
■ All of our accessories can be ordered in 5 item blocks. 5 accessories equates to one UNIT.

■ Main units only: 3 x jerseys + 3 x bib shorts + 2 x vests + 2 x trisuits = 10 units
UNIT order examples: 

■ Accessories only: 20 x Socks + 10 x arm warmers + 10 x leg warmers, 10 x caps = 10 Units
■ Socks only: 50 x Socks = 10

FREE DESIGN SUPPORT
Upload your design ideas or use our CS Design Lab to generate concepts that our dedicated team of 
designers will apply to our product templates and bring your designs to life. 

Why Champion System?
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■ Main & accesory unit mix: 4 x speed suits + 4 x jackets + 5 x caps + 5 x arm warmers = 10 units

FREE SHIPPING
Our prices are ALL-INCLUSIVE incorporating delivery and VAT. 

WARRANTY
Champion System has a one year warranty on materials and workmanship, however, we will generally 
accept any reasonable warranty issue outside this period if there is an obvious fault.

CRASH REPLACEMENT POLICY
Champion System offer a 30% discount on all orders placed, replacing a crashed garment, allowing the 
member to get back on the road, track or court as quickly as possible.

PRICE MATCH POLICY
We believe we have the best value for money premium apparel out there but will entertain all reasonable 
like for like price queries.

FREE PRODUCT UPGRADES
All of our products are custom made to order and we offer various options to tailor your garments at no 
extra cost. Features like extra leg length, chamois options and jersey cuts. 
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CYCLING WINTER

Our range of jackets, gilets and tights are designed to protect you from the elements and 
keep you riding in all conditions all year round. Our exclusive Thermoshield technology has 
been especially developed to do just that delivering lightweight, thermal, windproof and 
waterproof performance across the range. Like our summer range we only use the 
highest quality fabrics to ensure maximum comfort. 

The Range Explained
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CYCLING SUMMER

We offer a structured range of cycling kit to cater for all levels of rider. Our garments  
have been race tested and proven using high quality European fabrics from high-end 
fabric mills ,such as Italians Miti and Swiss Eschler to develop superior technical garments. 

We source our chamois pads from Italian supplier DrPad who are industry experts in 
chamois performance. Are options are tailored for different riding preferences. 

CYCLING SKINSUITS

We pioneered 'race suit' technology when we introduced the original Criterium Suit in 2007. 
Since then pro riders  have made our race suits their go-to garment for every type of race 
event from criteriums to 5+hr mountain road races. That's because our skinsuits are tight 
fitting, comfortable and aerodynamic. We apply advanced fabric technologies and sleek 
grippers to ensure our suits are the fastest.  

TRIATHLON SUITS

Applying our years of race suit research and development to triathlon suits we have built 
a comprehensive range of suits to serve triathletes of all levels. We have used the latest 
technological fabric advancements and flawless construction methods combined with our 
state-of-the-art digital printing to produce the world's fastest tri suit. Our exclusive CS 
Hydrodry fabric is super lightweight, breathable and water repellent meaning you'll dry in 
minutes. 

RUNNING GARMENTS

Freedom, thermoregulation and weight were the key characteristics that formed the 
focus of our running range. The result is a collection of super-lightweight, high-wicking, 

that will keep athletes running further,quick-drying stretch fabrics faster and for longer. 
A comprehensive range tailored for both men, womens and kids make up this technical 
range. 

All our garments have been specifically developed for full customisation so you can apply your own design, 
corporate colours and logos and #beyourownbrand
e different options for
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APEX

 leave

The Apex collection is the epitome of performance sports apparel. Hand crafted only with 
the highest quality premium technical fabrics featuring market leading construction 
techniques. 

Apex is specifically designed for the discerning, detail oriented athlete, who’s looking to 
no stone unturned in the pursuit for top results. Featuring clean, fashionable style lines, 
tailored  specifically for a close fit, the Apex collection is optimized for performance and 
function.

Developed in collaboration with pro cycling team Wiggle High5 and UAE Team Emirates, 
Champion System offer the exact same product to all our customers.

Champion System offer three distinct categories of clothing, based on style, budget and technical capabilities.

 PERFORMANCE

The Performance collection is our “go to” range to serve a variety of riding circumstances. 
Packed full of features and engineered for performance the range combines multiple fabric 
constructions strategically positioned for improved comfort.

We use high-end fabric mills such as Italian Miti and Swiss Eschler to deliver on exceptional 
performance and apply specific chamois inserts for different riding requirments. 

 TECH

of your sports apparel needs, providing a perfect balance 
performance and practicality. This collection is designed 

The Tech collection forms the core 
between feature packed technical 
and hand crafted specifically to do the basics very well at unmatched value.

The Range Explained
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Across our range we offer multiple cuts to tailor product for different riding levels and persons...
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The Range Explained
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Size Guide
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Airport House
Purley Way

Croydon
CR0 0XZ

0208 915 1070
infouk@champ-sys.com


